Minutes
DSD Reform (Use of Force/IA Action Team)
September 22, 2015, 3:00pm – 5:00pm
Location: Webb Building-Room 4.G.4

Present:

- Pastor Terrence Hughes
- Alfonso Suazo
- Anthony Thomas
- Chief Gary Wilson
- D/S Adele Angers
- Chief Connie Coyle
- Capt Jaime Kafati
- Major Kelly Bruning
- Sgt Jamison Brown
- Sgt Kenneth Juranek
- Major Rick Guerrero
- William Thomas
- Rick Stubbs
- D/S Carla Tatum
- Steve Chavez
- Lisa Calderon
- Dr. Dellena Aguilar
- Capt Phil Swift
- Matt Buttice
- Nick Mitchell

Agenda:

1. Approval of minutes from September 15, 2015
2. Sub-group meetings

Discussion:

The meeting minutes from the September 15, 2015 were reviewed and approved by the team.

Nick urged the Sub-groups to include detailed plans and timelines for delivery in their implementation worksheets, which should be submitted by September 24th.

Prior to Sub-groups convening, several members raised concerns regarding budget allocations, deputy attrition, and community support for reform efforts. While Nick indicated that he cannot predict the Council’s ultimate budget decisions, the Council has expressed real support for Sheriff Department reform. For the purposes of finalizing implementation plans, Nick encouraged the Sub-groups to move forward with their plans with the assumption that the recommendations would receive the financial backing and support from the Mayor’s Office and City Council.

Nick visited with some Sub-groups to offer direction and assistance.

Team members dismissed from their Sub-groups.

Action Items:

Next Meeting: September 29, 2015 (3:00pm – 5:00pm)
Webb Building-Room 4.G.4